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Pick and mix 

Method & Rationale 

This method is an individualized method which allows students to reach a goal taking different paths 
(methods or resources).  

Description 

• The students will work on a common goal, using different paths towards the goal. 

• The teacher provides multiple activities or resources and students can choose which one they 
would like to do.  

• The teacher can use an application like symbaloo or google classroom, to provide the materials if 
they are online. 

• The activities should appeal to different learning styles and be creative.  

Students Outcomes 

  Improve their knowledge on a particular topic 

  Work as an individual on problem solving 

 Use their creative skills to create a solution 

Key Skills 

 Problem solving 

 Creativity 

 Working alone 
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Tips 

 If possible, use several rooms/areas close to each other. 

 Materials can be looked up by students too. 

 Method should not be used too often. 

 

Example: 
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Evaluation 

Used in following lessons: 

Country Number of 
teachers 

Number of 
pupils 

Aged Topic 

Austria 4 80 14-17 Excel, Excel-Advanced, Java-UML, business 

Belgium 2 22 17 - 19 Programming 

Ireland     

Spain 3 20 15-17 Spanish, Biology, Ethics 

Sweden 2 109 14-16 Electromagnetism, nuclear physics/chemical 
bonds 

 

Results of evaluation of students: 

Most of the students really like to work with Pick&Mix. We used it to elaborate new but easy to under-
stand topics, e.g. Excel-functions. Students especially liked to watch you-tube-videos to prepare the 
topic. 

One of the most mentioned advantages was, that every person can work in his own speed and can re-
peat everything as long as necessary. Students also felt more entertained than informed, “it was fun” 
was the most given answer. They often changed the materials meanwhile they worked out the topics, so 
they did not get bored by listening to one person for hours.  

Part of the students (the weaker once) would have liked to get explained the more difficult details by the 
teacher. But they also conceded, that they where allowed to ask questions to the teacher meanwhile 
working in school, so they had any possibility to get additional information from them.  

They also liked to do a Pick&Mix on their own, to prepare it for their classmates. The better students 
feedbacked, that they had learned most by looking for good materials. But also the weaker once had no 
problems to find good material.  

One of the problems student mentioned, where the length of a Pick&Mix assignment. One of the given 
assignment lasted all over 3 weeks. Some of the students did not like to work on their own over such a 
long time, because they hardly can do the time management. If the assignments have been shorter or 
structured enough, it was easier for them and feedback was more positive. 

Pros 
o More fun, because of different approaches – not only listening to a teacher 
o Everybody could choose more than one approaches, so topic could be understood bet-

ter 
o Everybody can work with his own speed 
o Everything can be repeated as often as possible 
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o Interesting to look for materials 

 

Cons 
o You can lose the overview, if the assignment lasts too long. 
o Difficult details may stay unobserved. 
o You can’t be sure, that you understood everything correct. 
o Classroom can be a bit loud when we are doing so many different things at the same 

time 

 

 

Results of evaluation of teachers: 

We used Pick&Mix in two different ways. Some of the assignments where done totally by the teacher, 
that meant all the resources had been looked up, examples had been developed and explanation texts 
had been written by them.  

Second kind worked in two phases. First the topic was divided into several parts and students into 
groups. Each group had to prepare material for one of the parts. The assignment prescribed different 
forms of materials, otherwise we would have become only a list with youTube-videos. The teacher con-
trolled and sometimes completed the materials. Afterwards the whole class had to do all parts of the 
topic, so that every student was able to pass an overall exam at the end.  

Certainly, the first kind has a lot of advantages, being sure about the quality of the materials above all. 
The most important disadvantage of this type is called “time”. It lasts quit a long time to prepare 3,4,5 
ore more different possibilities to study a topic. 

This big disadvantage is avoided with the second type. Additional a lot of students liked the part “looking 
for materials” more than doing the Pick&Mix. Of course, materials have to be controlled by teachers, but 
our experiences are very good.  

Overall, we could observe, that students worked very concentrated with the materials. And – best thing 
– every student did some of the work, no one was refusing work entirely. Having different possibilities to 
work with a topic, students even lost their panic when facing long texts.  

We allowed them to find their own time for breaks, so every student really worked in his speed. We also 
could see, that students where willing to help the others more than normal, because they have been 
proud of “their” materials.  

Most of the time the results of the tests, concerning the Pick&Mix topics, ended above average, espe-
cially nearly without negative marks. 

Pros 
o Very student-centered approach where each student can work to their strengths and 

hopefully help them enjoy their learning. 
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o Students are able to focus for a longer period, because they can change the approach. 
o Students have more fun and therefore more motivation to work on the topics. 
o Students love this method, because they feel more in control of their learning.  
o Every student can work in his own speed and can use materials as often as necessary 
o With method two student also learn to find information in the internet, to choose good 

materials, e.g. to evaluate internet-videos 
o Students often choose other materials than we did, but their classmates can work bet-

ter with this, as with ours. 
o Stronger pupils can work through an assignment entirely on their own. 
o Different approaches lead to work on assignments that feel “naturally” for more stu-

dents 
 

Cons 
o Weaker pupils sometimes don’t know how to start. Choosing the approach is already an 

issue. 
o Gifted students perform not so brilliant, as expected. 
o Students might lose focus after a while, the feeling of being "in charge" of the content 

might lead to less work (especially for less motivated students) 
o Pupils underestimate certain approaches and can’t finish their assignment in time. 
o First method lasts a lot of time, but it just helps you ensure you are organised and pre-

pared. 
o You cannot be sure, that students really understand every detail. 
o If possible, students avoid choosing difficult contents or questions. 
o Correcting requires you to go around everyone. 

Disclaimer: 

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. 

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorse-
ment of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held re-

sponsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. 

 

 


